Appendix 5
To Neighbourhood Plan 2018-2034

SURPLUS ROAD SIGNS & POLES – A359
Safety and Conservation Area Implications
The Community Plan of 2005 identified ‘too many public road signs’. Comments like “It
was illogical to be strict with buildings whilst allowing such unsightly cables and a profusion
of signs (government and private), some not maintained in good order”, were made. The
Community Plan found:
“There is a profusion of signs. At the south entrance to the village there are, for example, a
‘Traffic Calming…’ sign that cannot be seen until the driver is almost level, two new signs
relating to the new roundabout, the old style road sign facing the traffic but with no arm
identifying which way to the village or the A359, and another new sign ‘Road narrows –
single file’ is confusing.”
Members of the Environment Group prepared a report on signs/poles considered to be
unnecessary or wrongly sited. These were then all within the boundary of the conservation
area but since that time have multiplied. There are now so many signs that drivers have
overload and those that do provide a necessary safety warning are in danger of being
blanked out with the rest.
Some of the surplus (and rusty) poles were later removed by members of the Environment
Group. The rest need higher authority action and are included in the Neighbourhood Plan.

Traffic Calming signs at both ends of the village
These were erected at the time the ‘give ways’ at Camel Bridge and the two pinch points
were installed. During parts of the year these signs cannot be seen or read until the driver
is right ‘on them’. It is considered that the Marston Road sign serves no useful purpose and
should be removed.

Sparkford Road

Marston Road
Marston Road

Driving from Sparkford Road (east) entrance to Queen Camel
30 mph speed limit – nearside sign obscured and when photographed was broken due to
HGVs hitting it. The signs are positioned much too far within the village boundary thus
allowing additional risk to public safety on both sides of the road. The Parish Council has
asked many times for them to be moved up the Sparkford Road (and currently with a
reduction to 20 mph), which would resolve the obscurity and damage issues and above all
slow traffic passing the entrance to the property on the left, which is currently very risky
indeed.

Then follow three signs in quick succession. The first and third ‘Reduce speed
now’ and ‘Give Way’ are clear. The middle sign ‘School’ became obsolete
when the school moved in June 2016. This sign has a drop-down board for use
in the event of a road closure. We propose that this drop-down board is
transferred to the first sign ‘reduce speed now’.

There are then two ‘20 mph/school’ signs on the bend and before the bridge
(but there is no longer a school) plus the ‘Give Way’ and ‘Priority’ signs either
side of the bridge.
The ‘River Cam’ sign is often obscured and has been damaged. The request
is that this sign is lifted onto the ‘Give Way’ sign to correspond with the sign on
the ‘Priority’ side of the bridge.

The then ugly triangle was previously included in this document but the
broken poles etc. have been removed and the triangle transformed with
attractive planters surrounding a simple wooden seat for bus passengers.
Yes, it is a bus stop!

and the rusty poles with no purpose have been removed – we wonder if
anyone noticed!

.

...and also this one and its companion on the opposite side.

‘Single File Traffic’ – we puzzled a long while as to the purpose for this
sign then realised it matched the one opposite the pub so must be for the
pinch point. We assume that this was the only vacant spot for the sign
erectors! However, it is so far ahead of the pinch point that no driver would link
the two, and there is no corresponding sign coming from the other direction.
The pinch point by the bus shelter is clearly visible so we consider this sign is
also superfluous. The yellow arrow sign, if it has a purpose, could be
transferred to either the telegraph pole further on or to the bus stop sign,
however we also ask why the rusty and dirty bus stop sign and timetable is
permitted when there are no others and the bus generally stops near the
telephone box.

Weight Restriction – The picture below on the left was taken in 2005 for
the Parish Plan; the one on the right was taken November 2012 (and there is a
corresponding sign on the other side of the road). Same sign, slightly
repositioned, but turned to face the opposite direction and with a weight derestriction on the reverse (i.e. now as coming into the village)! The A359 is
restricted so there should be no de-restriction, nor should there be any overweight traffic leaving the A359 to travel along the West Camel Road. If a sign
is needed it must surely be at the start of this B classified road at Yeovilton.

Three signs relating to the roundabout, this one was fairly new in 2012 and
very clear ‘reduce speed now’. How many do we really need, noting that on
the main A359 there are only two?
Why is the one in the middle of the three
necessary? We would like it to be removed.

REFURBISHMENT
Two Finger Signposts, one next to the Tin Shed and one on the Iron Box, were originally
promised to be repainted by the time of the Jubilee weekend! The Parish Council has
approved the restoration of these two heritage items – is there a timescale or do they
simply disintegrate?

Road names: As well as the two finger signposts there are a number of road names that
need cleaning/repainting (and some need growth to be kept pruned, e.g. the ‘Gason Lane’
road signs are often partially hidden on both sides of the lane – who is responsible?). It
would be good if the sign for Englands Lane/Mead could include ‘leading to Playing
Field/Bowling Green/Tennis Courts’, rather than have the individual and un-matching signs
for these village amenities.
Why designate an area ‘conservation’ if what is within it is neither beautiful nor
maintained?

